Leaders for Conferences and Events
CONGRESS RENTAL

The Leading and Largest Supplier of Simultaneous Interpretation rental services

Congress Rental uses the latest technologies from Bosch for multi-language meetings, events and conferences. Our products and services include:

- Simultaneous Interpretation
- Voting / Audience Response
- Audio Visual Equipment
- Conference Microphones
- Dome Camera integration with Conference Microphones
- Infra-red Multichannel Distribution (radiators and receivers)
- Tour Guide Systems
- Smart Phone Apps

Our goal is to ensure a perfect customer experience. We provide the best Bosch Interpretation equipment, Audipack booths and industry-experienced staff, trained and certified through Bosch. Our company aims to provide a quality solution for your Congress, Conference, Event or Installation.

We are Asia’s leading and largest supplier of simultaneous interpretation rental services. We have operated successfully in Australia (1975) and Singapore (2005) and provide our services throughout Asia. We use the latest equipment and continually invest in new systems and technologies.
SIMULTANEOUS INTERPRETATION SYSTEMS

We want your Interpretation Equipment experience to be the best ever. We will guide you through the options available and advise you which interpreters best fit your requirement. We will plan your event with an attention to detail and deliver it flawlessly, always communicating and informing you.

Our booths are the best available internationally. They feature soundproofing and a well-ventilated space to ensure that your conferences are uninterrupted and provide interpreters a pleasant work environment. They can be configured for 2 interpreters (1.8m x 1.8m) or 3 interpreters (2.4m x 1.8m).

Our receivers are digital, which ensures that they are 100% Interference free, guaranteeing every channel has perfect audio.

Our radiators provide the greatest coverage. We carefully calculate the number required, based on the number of channels and the required area, to ensure maximum efficiency.

Our Bosch qualified technicians are rigorously trained, enabling them to solve problems before they become apparent to delegates and Interpreters. They ensure that all cabling is discreet or hidden and presents no safety hazard.
CONFERENCE MICROPHONE SYSTEMS

Conference microphones are used for all your interactive discussion needs. Each Conference Microphone unit includes an on/off button and a built in loudspeaker. The Conference Microphones eliminate the problems of noise and feedback that exist with conventional microphones. They are ideal for integrating with your Video Conferencing system and also Teleconferencing, especially where there are difficult acoustics in the room.

Our microphones are ideal for use in small boardrooms, medium sized meeting rooms and conferences with 200+ people. They have been used for Major International Conferences, Bi-lateral Trade Negotiations and many Government meetings. The applications are endless and can be applied to any situation where an interactive discussion is required.

DCN Multimedia Conference Microphones – For when you have multimedia content
DICENTIS Wireless Microphones - For when you can’t run cables
DCN NG Concentus – When delegates have a smart card for identification with microphone management queuing
DCN NG wired Discussion Microphones – High Quality Cross hire, microphone management and dome camera integration Microphone
DCN Discussion Microphones – Standard Cross Hire Microphone
WHISPER / TOUR GUIDE SYSTEM

Our Digital system is the most Versatile most advanced assistive listening system available.

Ideal for:
• Language Interpretation (Whispering System)
• Tour Group Communications
• For hard of hearing people

Simultaneous Language Interpretation
The Interpreter listens to the presentation and using the system provides language interpretation to delegates in mobile interpretation situations.

Tour Guide Communication
Tour groups soon get bored and distracted when they can’t hear the presentation. Make sure your guests can hear everything with our tour guide system. It saves your tour guides voice, keeps the presentation private and from disturbing others, since only those with receivers & headsets can hear the tour.

Use it anywhere
It helps tour groups overcome background noise and distance from the guide, even in noisy surroundings.

Used in factories, museums, power plants, Zoo’s, Mines, and tourist attractions – Anywhere tours are conducted.
AUDIENCE RESPONSE

Audience response systems allow members of your audience to become active participants. The system provides a relationship between your conference audience and presenter. It encourages conversation, active participation, sharing of knowledge, gathering of information and decision-making.

Polls can be anonymous or tracked.
Real-time polling results can be displayed immediately.

What do delegates using Audience Response Systems say?
“When I was given the handset, I felt that my opinion was being valued.”
“It feels powerful as I am able to influence and help shape the outcomes of the conference.”
“It helps us, the participants, to focus on the results voted on when we are having a discussion.”

What do organisers who use Audience Response Systems say?
“It is more interesting for the audience as they are able to see how the votes go.”
“Rather than just talking, the polling results are the evidence of the discussion and group opinion.”
“Results of the votes are useful information for tracking and analysis after the event.”
“I saved days of effort in compiling the evaluation forms. The reports were available to the client as soon as the event ended. Fantastic!”

Audience response systems allow members of your audience to become active participants. The system provides a relationship between your conference audience and presenter. It encourages conversation, active participation, sharing of knowledge, gathering of information and decision-making.

Polls can be anonymous or tracked.
Real-time polling results can be displayed immediately.
EVENT APPLICATIONS

Event Apps are standard for many Conferences, providing an electronic brochure for the event. Organisers can choose self service, full service or anything in-between.

Features include:

- Personalised agenda
- Speaker Profiles
- Delegate Profiles
- Audience Response
- Exhibition and Event Mapping
- Event information, photos, videos, pdfs, PPT’s
- Native App Availability
- Networking using the App
- Reporting
SILENT PA

Silent PA allows you to communicate different audio (tracks/streams/channels) into the same space, allowing users to select their channel of choice.

You can partition a large space with just drape and communicate with the audience in each of the smaller spaces, without audio interference between the areas.

If you need Privacy, you can limit the distribution of audio to a limited audience.

With multiple video channel choices the audience selects their own soundtrack.

Delegates can move between stations at a venue with different audio tracks.

Infrared Multi-channel Distribution allows up to 32 channels of audio transmission simultaneously. Each participant carries a receiver and headphone and selects their desired channel.
Conference Microphone Dome Video Integration

Our Conference Microphones can be integrated with the Bosch Dome camera system to create an automated video system. When the microphone is turned on, the Dome camera automatically rotates to the microphone that is on and the captured video is displayed to screen.

This is ideal for large meetings where you cannot directly see all participants or if there is remote viewing of the meeting.

Software control and queuing

Our microphone systems will integrate with our PC based software queuing system and our Video Dome system.

The queuing system uses either a smart card or fixed seating to associate a name with a microphone. The chairman can then select the delegate of choice from those that have selected to go in the queue.
COMPLETE SOLUTIONS

Congress Rental makes the process of adding Simultaneous Interpretation (SI) to a conference or meeting straight forward. We are specialists in this field and can advise you on all aspects relating to Simultaneous Interpretation (SI). Our liaison with your designated venue is seamless as we know most venues. We interface with your audio visual company and we manage all areas of service – bump in, installation, operation and bump out – in consultation with you, and without the need for supervision. We also manage the freight including duties, customs, carnet’s and local delivery.

Congress Rental also undertakes detailed project management for all projects, ensuring they remain stress free for clients. An example of this is our policy of sending equipment to distant venues at least two days before it is required, thereby eliminating possible freight problems.

Congress Rental is a specialist provider of Simultaneous Interpretation Equipment and will ensure the successful implementation of Interpretation at your event.
PARTNERS AND TESTIMONIALS

G20 Leaders Summit Brisbane 2014

The G20 Leaders’ Summit brought together 34 leaders and 5,300 delegates from across the world for an event that depended on easy communications across 14 languages. Congress Rental provided interpretation equipment for use at three venues at the G20 Leaders’ Summit, held in Brisbane on 15-16 November 2014. Congress delivered the equipment under tight constraints and worked tirelessly to ensure the equipment was delivered and installed on time. The systems performed perfectly at each venue, playing a crucial role in the success of the event. CEO Jeremy Ducklin and his team understood the requirements for interpretation systems from the perspectives of customers and interpreters, ensuring a flawless performance for the G20 Leaders’ Summit.

— Chris Christoff, ICT Project and Operations Manager, G20 Taskforce

Congress is an active member of the International Congress Rental Network. Individual companies all tied together with the common bond of providing high quality SI services using Bosch equipment. Being a member enables us to tackle events of any size, knowing we will have support from our partner companies. Congress Rental Australia was the Winner of International Member of the Year 2013 and Bosch Member of the year 2014.

Bosch is the largest supplier of Congress equipment globally. We are proud to rent and sell the Bosch equipment.

• Bosch has many different types of Conference microphone, each one exactly meets a particular market requirement.
• The Conference Microphones are Immune to Mobile Phone Interference.
• Digital equipment for large and small Congress & Conference systems.
• Digital Infra red radiators and receivers. Providing CD quality wireless audio to all the delegates.
The Congress Rental team have been providing simultaneous interpretation rental services for 40 years. The team provided Microphones and Simultaneous Interpretation Equipment for the following events:

- G20 in Australia in 2014, all Finance Ministers meetings and all Leaders meetings in Brisbane.
- APEC Leaders Summit and all ministerials around Australia in 2007
- European Union – ASEAN Leaders meeting in Vientiane, Laos Nov 2012, 16 booths in 2 areas, with 2500 Receivers.
- APEC Russia event at Marina Bay Sands, Singapore March 2012.
- Nuskin in Singapore in 2014 with 12,000 Receivers
- G7 Finance Ministers meeting, Raffles Hotel, Singapore 2006